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Abstract
Hepatocyte Growth Factor (HGF), a chemical that regulates cell growth and motility, has
been shown to be found in higher levels of concentration in colon tumor microenvironment due
to increased secretion cancer-associated connective tissue cells. The qualitative effect of high
HGF has been correlated with increased growth and dispersiveness of a tumor. Our data was
obtained from the Laboratory of Dr. Marian Waterman, where biologists cultured colon cancer
initiating cells in media with or without HGF in ultra-low attachment flasks. With our given
set of data, we use classification to automate feature detection. By ascertaining which features
are associated with +/- HGF, we hope to provide useful data in helping biologists quantify the
effect of HGF on tumor spheroids via an efficient, consistent method.
We selected features based on hypothesized biological effects of HGF translated to changes
in images of colon spheroids grown in +/- HGF media. For example, we noticed that tumor
spheroids with high concentrations of HGF tended to have darker image intensities and a more
asymmetrical, dispersive shape when juxtaposed with tumor spheroids without concentrations of
HGF. Thus, our set of intensity-based features included total variation to area ratio and average
intensity, and our set of geometric features included area, perimeter to area ratio, circularity
ratio, and eccentricity. We also include the feature Day as a potential feature descriptor.
Utilizing mathematics, image processing, and machine learning techniques, we effectively apply
Fishers Linear Discriminant to classify images of colon cancer tumor spheroids cultured in +/HGF conditions. We were able to achieve 100% classification for both +HGF and -HGF tumor
spheroids using only 3 features (area, perimeter/area ratio and day). Interestingly, we found
that using more features did not lead to a better success rate.
I am currently working with Dr. Zhiwen Zhang from Caltech to obtain a better understanding
why using only these three features, not the original six, were the most effective. Specifically,
I am using a statistical correlation-based feature selection method by calculating the Pearson
correlation coefficient to select the most relevant geometric features for classification. If two
features are highly correlated, then I can discard one of them and retain the remaining one in my
model. Doing this, I can obtain a good feature subset that contains features highly correlated
with the classification results, yet uncorrelated with each other. I am also using the Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) to perform dimension reduction and feature selection, converting a
set of correlated features into a set of linearly uncorrelated features.
After iCAMP, our paper has already been published by the SIAM Undergraduate Research
Online Journal, see http://dx.doi.org/10.1137/13S012212. I personally contributed the majority
of the original ideas of utilizing geometric features (i.e. Area, Perimeter) and the time feature
Day, which have played crucial roles to the success of our results. Additionally, I was chosen to
represent my group and give a talk at the Mathematical Biosciences Institute 1 at Ohio State
University last summer, which was hailed as one of the two best talks of the Undergraduate Capstone Conference. I was the only high school student in this undergraduate research conference.
I also gave another talk at the Pacific Coast Undergraduate Mathematics Conference 2 at Cal
Poly Pomona last fall, which was well-received.
1
2

http://mbi.osu.edu/eduprograms/upcapstone.html
http://www.pcumc-math.org/
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1

Introduction

Hepatocyte Growth Factor (HGF) has been shown to be secreted by cancer-associated fibroblasts surrounding solid tumors, thereby increasing the HGF concentration in the colon tumor
microenvironment in vivo [6, 8]. Moreover, increase in HGF correlates with the increased growth
and dispersive behavior of colon tumor spheroids in vitro [14]. Currently, scientists can identify
qualitative differences between tumor spheroids that have been exposed to HGF in vitro and
those that have not, but are unable to quantify the effect. Due to increased interest in and use
of such 3D in vitro tumor models, image processing tools have been developed for multicellular tumor spheroids, including size [11], shape [2], and invasion [15] analysis. In this study, we
not only develop and utilize features for measuring spheroid growth and spread with respect
to addition of HGF, but we also develop a computational method to select features that can
discriminate between spheroids that have been treated with HGF and those that have not. The
process of classification and feature selection can help to distinguish which biological phenomena
are most altered in response to a chemical when this is not completely known a priori, allowing
not just for a measure of a chemical’s action on a spheroid, but also a better understanding of
the biological action of the exogenous factor.

2

Methods

In this section, we will explore the experimental methods used to prepare the tumor spheroids for
quantitative analysis. MATLAB and ImageJ were used to preprocess the data. Then we selected
features that we thought would be useful in classifying the two groups of tumor spheroids. We
developed a classification scheme by using Fisher’s linear discriminant.
2.1

Experimental Data

Experiments were carried out in the laboratory of Dr. Marian Waterman in the Department of
Microbiology and Molecular Genetics at UC Irvine, in collaboration with Dr. John Lowengrub of
the Department of Mathematics at UC Irvine. Colon cancer initiating cells (CCICs) were cultured
as spheroids in ultra-low attachment flasks (Corning) using DMEM/F12 50:50 supplemented
with N2, B12, EGF, bFGF, heparin, sodium pyruvate, and penicillin/streptomycin [12]. Unlike
typical cell lines, CCICs are multipotent and capable of regenerating heterogeneous tumors with
characteristics analogous to those found in primary tumors, from which they are derived [12, 10].
CCICs were trypsinized using a no-serum trypsin inhibitor. Single cells were counted and plated
in 96 well ultra-low attachment plates (Corning) using the previously mentioned media with or
without HGF at various concentrations. CCICs were imaged at 10x resolution once each day,
see Figure 1.
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(a) Single cells plated in 96 well ultra-low
attachment plates with DMEM.

(b) Spheroid grown in media
+50ng/ml HGF, day 8.

Figure 1: Illustrating spheroid generation procedure for the image processing in this study.

2.2

Preprocessing the Data

In order to focus on the main tumor, we hand-segmented the images using the image processing
program ImageJ, since the petri dish and dead cells were not directly connected to the main
tumor (Figure 2 (a), top panel). Thresholding was used to convert the segmented images into
binary images, and to detect points that were not part of the main cluster of cells. To reduce the
salt and pepper noise but still preserve the edges, we applied the 2-D median filter MATLAB
function medfilt2 to the binary images. We then utilized the MATLAB function bwboundaries
to find the exterior boundaries of the tumor and applied these boundaries to the binary images
(Figure 2).

Figure 2: Preprocessing the images

(a) Schematic diagram of preprocessing steps, as discussed in the text. Sample segmented spheroids in (b)
control and (c) +HGF media.

2.3

Features Considered

We considered one given feature, time, and six mathematical features which can be described as
geometry- and intensity-based features:
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• Area
• Perimeter-to-Area Ratio
• Eccentricity
• Circularity Ratio
• Total-Variation-to-Area Ratio
• Average Intensity
We included time as a feature because the tumor spheroids from different classes might appear
similar at different stages. Thus, time information would be needed to distinguish between the
two groups. The geometry-based features are area, perimeter-to-area ratio, eccentricity, and
circularity ratio. Instead of using only perimeter as a feature, we divided the perimeter by area
using the hypothesis that a tumor with a large perimeter-to-area ratio will likely have a more
jagged boundary, while a tumor with a small perimeter-to-area ratio will likely have an edge that
is smooth. Eccentricity is defined as the ratio of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix that
corresponds to a binary image of the shape. Circularity ratio is defined by
C1 = (As )/(AC )
where As is the area of the shape and AC is the area of the circle having the same perimeter
as the shape [16]. We considered circularity ratio since by the dispersive action of HGF, control
tumor spheroids could be more similar to circles than spheroids grown in high HGF conditions.
These geometry-based features were applied to the binary images. The intensity-based features
were the total-variation-to-area ratio and average intensity. Total variation is defined by
XXq
(ui+1,j − uij )2 + (ui,j+1 − uij )2
i

j

where uij is the segmented image with the original intensities. Total variation can be used to
indicate when the images have a textured appearance, which would likely correspond to a highly
variable density. The discrete total variation of an image is the summation of the magnitudes of
intensity jumps between neighboring pixels. Since the image intensity is inversely related to cell
density, high total variation indicates a cluster of cells where the density greatly varies. Average
intensity is the sum of the image intensities over the shape divided by the area and is inversely
related to density. Smaller values indicate less light passing through the tumor, which suggests
a denser object. Using the raw intensity data, these intensity-based features were applied to the
segmented images.
2.4

Classification Procedure

The purpose of the classification approach is to learn how to effectively distinguish the control
from the +HGF group using the features considered. This is used to provide insight into which
features and combinations of features are more discriminating. Before classifying the data, the
images are represented as feature vectors and can be thought of as points in Rn where n is the
number of features. The data is separated into training and testing sets. The training set is
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used to learn the classifier, which is then evaluated on the testing set. Throughout our test
trials with various combinations of features, we used Fisher’s Linear Discriminant (FLD), which
can be described as a specific choice of direction for projection of the data in one dimension [1].
This direction can be thought of as the normal to the hyperplane which best separates the two
classes. Given the training set, we used FLD to learn an optimal hyperplane for separating the
feature vectors for the control and +HGF groups. FLD computes a vector of weights w in Rn
that is used to define a linear discriminant function of the form y(x) = wT x + y0 , where y0 is the
threshold chosen to minimize classification error on the training set. This function can be used to
classify a feature vector x as being control or +HGF by checking whether y(x) > 0 or y(x) < 0.
FLD computes w to maximize the ratio of the inter-class variance to intra-class variance of the
training feature vectors after projecting onto the line spanned by w. The idea is to maximize
a function that will give a large separation between the two class means while giving a small
variance within each class [1]. The linear classifier can be described as defining a hyperplane
consisting of all points x such that y(x) = 0, where w is perpendicular to this hyperplane. New
points are classified according to which side of the hyperplane they are on.
Classification results were computed by using Repeated Random Sub-Sampling Cross Validation, during which we randomly selected half of our data to form the training set and then
designated the remaining half as our training set. Through computing FLD on our training data,
we were able to define the function y and then measure how accurately y classified the data in
the testing set. We repeated this cross validation procedure fifteen times consecutively for the
set of features, averaging fractions correctly classified each time. By applying this classification
scheme to different subsets of features of the colon tumor spheroids grown in media with and
without HGF, we were able to select the features that were most useful for classification.

3

Results

After selecting the features, we used Fisher’s linear discriminant on various sets of features to
determine whether it produced a clear distinction between the control and +HGF group. First,
we ran the classification procedure using six features. Adding time as another feature gave us
enough information to effectively classify the data. Thus, we repeated the classification procedure
using these seven features. We then decided to use smaller subsets of features to find the most
effective features.
3.1

Classification of the Six Features

We first ran the FLD code on all six features: area, circularity ratio, average intensity, eccentricity,
perimeter-to-area ratio, and total-variation-to-area ratio. We obtained a 91.50% classification
accuracy for the control group and a 90.99% classification accuracy for the +HGF group. Next,
we attempted to obtain the same results utilizing fewer features. To identify the classification
capabilities of fewer features, we ran the classification scheme for each feature separately (Figure
3), and in a number of feature combinations (Table 1).
The area and perimeter-to-area ratio features classified most of the tumor spheroids while the
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Figure 3: Classification results for individual features. The red and blue dots represent the +HGF and
control group, respectively.

circularity ratio, eccentricity, average intensity, and total variation-to-area ratio features were not
as effective. The area and perimeter-to-area ratio features were most effective because of the area
and perimeter differences between the control and +HGF groups. Due to the relatively circular
tumor spheroids from both groups, the circularity ratio and eccentricity features were not as
effective. The average intensity and total-variation-to-area ratio features also performed poorly
because there were some overlapping of densities between the +HGF and control groups.
3.2

Addition of Time Component

We were able to increase classification accuracy by including the time (day) as a feature. The
day descriptor was able to separate spheroids with similar shape and size into different groups.
These similarities occurred since a few larger control tumor spheroids from a later phase had
similar areas and perimeters to earlier-stage +HGF tumor spheroids. Without adding time as
a feature, it would be difficult to distinguish between the two classes. Thus, our set of seven
features included the original six features along with the addition of the day feature, and had a
98.88% classification accuracy for the control group and a 100% classification accuracy for the
+HGF group.
3.3

Selection of Best Features

Based on the individual results, we combined the two strongest features, area and perimeterto-area ratio, and plotted them both using a scatter plot to obtain an idea of their classifying
potential.
Indeed, using just these two features, we managed to classify the majority of the tumor
spheroids. If we were to draw a line separating the two groups, only two of the control tu-
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mor spheroids would be inaccurately categorized. After running the FLD code, we acquired a
89.03% classification accuracy for the control group and a 96.92% classification accuracy for the
+HGF group. Since the area and perimeter-to-area features were the two strongest features,
combining the time descriptor with these two other features gave us a 100% classification accuracy for both the control and the +HGF groups. We investigated whether the highly effective
features prevented us from detecting whether the other features had any potential as classifiers.
Thus, we grouped the less effective features (circularity ratio, total-variation-to-area ratio, average intensity, and eccentricity) into their own set of features and then ran the FLD code. These
features classified 75.33% for the control group and 55.27% for the +HGF group. Hence, the less
effective features were not useful, even in combination, to effectively classify the data. However,
we note that since different experimental conditions may yield spheroids with different textures
and shapes, these classifiers could be more effective in alternative conditions.

4

Discussion

Three-dimensional in vitro experimental models of tumor growth are beginning to supplant more
traditional monolayer cell culture models as the former better replicate the spatial dynamics of
the in vivo environment in which tumors develop [4]. But, analysis of experiment outcomes is
difficult, as spheroids grown using different cell types and under different conditions can exhibit a
variety of growth morphologies and cell spread [15]. Hence, image processing tools can play a large
role in furthering outcome analysis as they can help to quantify the complex shape geography
that spheroids possess. In this study, we used images from experiments on tumor spheroids
composed of colon cancer initiating cells (CCICs) grown in media with HGF, an extracellular
molecule that is present in the tumor microenvironment and is associated with tumor growth
and spread [8].
We developed a set of image-based features that can be used to measure phenotypic changes
in in vitro tumor spheroids grown in different conditions. We identified the features that differ
most strongly between spheroids grown in control vs. +HGF media. Specifically, our results
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Number of
Features
Used
3

4

3
2
3
6

7

Features

Average Percentage
Correct for Control

Average Percentage
Correct for +HGF

Average Intensity, Circularity
Ratio, Total Variation to Area
Ratio
Average Intensity, Circularity
Ratio, Total Variation to Area
Ratio, Day
Area, Eccentricity, Perimeter
to Area Ratio
Area and Perimeter to Area
Ratio
Area, Perimeter to Area Ratio, Day
Area, Average Intensity, Circularity Ratio, Eccentricity,
Perimeter to Area Ratio, Total Variation to Area Ratio
Area, Average Intensity, Circularity Ratio, Eccentricity,
Perimeter to Area Ratio, Total Variation to Area Ratio,
Day

75.33%

55.27%

81.73%

89.04%

92.29%

91.79%

89.03%

96.92%

100%

100%

91.5%

90.99%

98.88%

100%

Table 1: Comparisons of the feature classification results using different feature combinations

show that circularity ratio, total variation-to-area ratio, eccentricity, and average intensity were
not effective classifiers for our unique data set. Solely based on computational results, the area
and perimeter-to-area ratio, in conjunction with the day feature, were the most effective features.
The effectiveness of the area feature is in accordance with the biological hypothesis that HGF
increases cellular mitosis rate via activation of the c-MET receptor, which is over-expressed on
colon cancer cells, and leads to nuclear localization of cytosol-anchored β-catenin, where it can
potentiate cellular clonogenic activity [13, 3]. Moreover, the accuracy of the perimeter-to-area
feature, which quantifies contiguous cell spread in the sense that the cells are leaving the tumor
spheroid, verifies the well-known characteristic of HGF as an inducer of cell scatter and motility
[5]. In the 3D spheroid, HGF can maximally act on the periphery of the spheroid, causing cells
at the tumor-host interface to dissociate from the body of the tumor. This induced phenotype
results in an image of a spheroid with a greater perimeter-to-area ratio than in control conditions.
The finding that addition of the day feature increased classification accuracy can be attributed
to the fact that given a relatively longer period of time, tumor spheroids can achieve growth
and spread characteristics that are very similar to the phenotype seen in spheroids grown for a
shorter period of time with HGF.
It was surprising to us that the circularity ratio did not serve as an efficient classifier. We
initially hypothesized that +HGF spheroids would have a lower circularity ratio than the con-
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trols based on our knowledge the dispersive effects of HGF. But our calculations showed that
the spheroids did not lose circularity in presence of HGF (Figure 3(d)). This failed classification feature showed us that the tumor spheroids’ growing pattern with added HGF was evenly
dispersed among the perimeter of the spheroid, indicating that the proliferative effect of HGF
outweighed the dispersive effect in the context of the spheroids.
In order to recover more data from the experiment, it will be necessary in future work to develop
quantitative methods to analyze cell spread for cells no longer attached to the tumor. There have
been several techniques developed, including segmentation of invading cells and calculation of
scattered tumor area [15], calculation of nearest-neighbor distance measures between cells [9], and
cellular motility [7]. As in our current work, we will develop several features that will measure
different aspects of cell spread, and use these features to identify which feature is most altered in
+HGF spheroids vs. controls. Additionally, we plan to develop better segmentation schemes for
both the tumor and invading cells in heterogeneous media. For the current study, we were not
able to derive a scheme that was able to effectively segment the main tumor from the background.
Potentially, we would rerun the experiments, paying better attention to providing a homogeneous
background in the images. In that regard, future experiments will allow us to obtain more metrics
on HGF action via the following changes in experimental design: (i) run experiments with varying
concentrations of HGF, to determine how increase in [HGF] correlates to the various feature
outputs that we developed and (ii) stain the spheroids for markers of stemness. Recent data
has shown that spheroids grown in high HGF conditions have increased stem cell populations
at the tumor-host boundary [14]. An ability to visualize this outcome would provide another
feature that would improve classification accuracy and give greater insight into HGF-driven tumor
growth. Finally, we would also work to directly incorporate the time course data by considering
how our selected features may change over time under different conditions. For example, change
in the area feature over time would result in a growth rate for each experiment that can be used
as a feature itself to classify the different conditions.
In summary, we have developed a robust feature-selection and classification scheme for use on
tumor spheroids experiments that has the potential to be developed in parallel with experimental
design to better quantify, and hence assess and understand, action of external agents on tumor
growth.

5

Current Work

In my project, many geometric features affect the success of classification. Theoretically, having
more features should result in better results. However, my practical research experience has
shown that this is not always the case. Actually, too many features can lead to the problem of
over-fitting, which results in poor classification. After iCAMP, an idea that came to mind was
that I can build a simple model, (i.e. to trim off the irrelevant and redundant features), that still
achieves a high level of classification. Currently working with Dr. Zhiwen Zhang at Caltech, I
am using statistical feature selection methods, along with machine learning tools, to achieve this
goal.
The correlation-based feature selection method I am utilizing is the Pearson correlation analy-
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sis, which allows me to choose the most relevant geometric features for classification. The Pearson
correlation coefficient can be used to calculate the linear correlation between two variables X
and Y . It is widely used in the sciences as a measure of the degree of linear dependence between
two variables. For my ongoing work, I am calculating the correlation between different geometric
features. If two features are highly correlated, I am able to discard one and retain the remaining
one for my model. This way, I can obtain a good feature subset that contains features highly
correlated with classification result, yet uncorrelated with each other.
In addition, I am using the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to perform dimension reduction and feature selection. In my cancer-cell classification model, I have six geometric features
plus one time (Day) feature. I apply PCA and convert a set of experimental data of correlated
features into a set of linearly uncorrelated features. According to the fast decay of the eigenvalues, I can select the first few important uncorrelated features. With these new features, I can
build a dimensionally reduced classification model. I have obtained some preliminary results,
which indicate that this idea indeed can improve the classification performance. More details
will be reported in my representation.

6
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Panel Report on “Feature Identification for Colon Tumor Classification”
Submitted and presented by Anthony Hou.

This report is on a project due to collaboration among Melody Lim, Anthony Hou, Natalie
Congdon, and Janine Chua. Among all authors were undergraduate students except Anthony Hou.
The work enjoyed the advisorship of Dr. Fred Park, Dr. Ernie Esser, and Anna Konstorum. Since
Anthony Hou is the sole high school student, he is the only qualified participant in our program.
Upon the completion of Anthoy’s presentation at Los Angeles, the panel feels agreeable with
much of three referee reports. In particular, this is an excellent interdisciplinary project. The key
component is the mathematical modeling part, which turns phenomenological and experimental
observations into mathematical and quantitative descriptions. The mathematical concepts are
well known geometric quantities. Although there is not much mathematics derivation in the work,
trial on real data and the promising result is a very strong point of the effort.
The application is interesting and the approach is simple but seems very effective. The
originality lies in developing the right model and quantities for this particular application. The
techniques and algorithms developed in this work may find real usefulness in practice. The
application is interesting and the approach is simple but seems very effective. The originality lies
in developing the right model and quantities for this particular application. The techniques and
algorithms developed in this work may find real usefulness in practice.

Suggestion to the student:
Due to the large number of collaborators, it is imperative that within the context of the research
project result, the participating student voluntarily point out the areas of his personal contribution.
It is particularly important when none of his collaborators are eligible participants.
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I: The paper is highly innovative in identifying six geometric and intensity features for
cancer cell image data: area, perimeter-to-area ratio, circularity ratio, average intensity,
eccentricity, perimeter-to-area ratio, and total-variation-to-area ratio. It then integrates
image segmentation and machine learning methods (Fisher linear discriminant) to
classify colon tumor cells based on experimental images.
The geometric and total variation metrics are rigorously defined. The linear classifier as a
hyper-plane separating two classes of data is well-described. Experimental data
acquisition and the preprocessing step are clearly laid out.
The authors' method
achieved 100% classification for both +HGF and -HGF tumor spheroids using only 3
features, and a 91.50% classification for +HGF tumor
spheroids and a 90.99% classification for -HGF tumor spheroids while using the 6
geometric and intensity-based features. Further improvements can be made with time
(day) feature of the data. HGF is short for Hepatocyte Growth Factor, a chemical
secreted by cancer-associated fibroblasts surrounding solid tumors. Increase in HGF
correlates with the increased growth behavior of colon tumor spheroid.
The mathematical features studied here are potentially useful for other cancer cells and
more refined nonlinear classifiers in future work. The hybrid image processing and
machine learning approach developed here may inspire other discoveries of information
processing in biomedical imaging sciences.
II. The problem addressed in the paper is highly original. The reviewer is not aware of
previous work on analysis of cancer cell images with the six novel mathematical features
proposed in the paper. The cancer cell experimental image data contain a lot of noise and
similarities, which pose real-world challenges to classification. The results obtained are
first rate and impressive.
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COMMENTS
This project presents a true interdisciplinary work on developing
mathematical quantities as the features for tumor classification. The key
component is the mathematical modeling part, which turns
phenomenological and experimental observations into mathematical and
quantitative descriptions. Although there is not much mathematics
derivation in the work, trial on real data and the promising result is a very
strong point of the effort.
The application is interesting and the approach is simple but seems very
effective. The originality lies in developing the right model and quantities
for this particular application. The techniques and algorithms developed in
this work may find real usefulness in practice.
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COMMENTS
This is a interdisciplinary study. A biological problem is solved by utilizing
image processing, machine learning and applied mathematics.
A convincing result is given by employing several existing methods and
techniques. But in mathematical point of view, the analysis seems to be
deficient.
By combining the image processing and machine learning techniques, the
authors select several features which can effectively classify the tumor with
or without HGF. Although lacking the rigorous analysis, this work is still
of good quality with high originality and creativity.
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